the window
collection
homes by senior

A stylish and practical range of aluminium
windows that are the perfect fit for any home

welcome
home

Take a new view with our elegant
aluminium windows.
Designed to perform as great as they look, our attractive aluminium windows
are the ideal alternative to timber and PVCu systems and the perfect addition
to properties both old and new. Boasting sleek slim profile aluminium frames
that maximise the sense of light and space, our windows are strong and secure,
easy to maintain and can help improve the energy-efficiency of your home.
Transform your home with our stylish aluminium windows and see the difference.
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For more than a quarter
of a century we have been
at the forefront of the design
and development of high
performance aluminium
glazing systems.
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Today we offer a flexible range of products that are ideally
suited to meet the demands of both traditional and newbuild homes. Naturally strong and easy to maintain, it’s
easy to see why aluminium doors are a popular choice and
a smart investment. Offering exceptional durability which
outperforms traditional timber systems and providing
a sleeker, more attractive finish than PVC-U, all of our
aluminium windows and doors are manufactured here in
the UK to meet the highest safety and security standards.

They are also fully recyclable and energy-efficient so can
help reduce your carbon footprint and heating bills too.
The strength of aluminium allows our windows to support
much larger spans of glazing within a slim frame and this
gives uninterrupted views and greater light diffusion to
transform not only how your home looks, but how it feels.

“Our motto is to ‘give our customers what they
want, when they want it’, which is why you’ll ﬁnd
our range of high quality doors and windows is
fully supported by a trusted and reliable network
of installers across the UK.”

Mark Wadsworth, Managing Director
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products that
perform

Beautiful designs that are built to last.
Our attractive aluminium windows offer the best of
both worlds, combining style with substance. Helping
to perfectly frame your views and bathe living spaces
in natural light, our aluminium windows also offer
exceptional acoustic and thermal performance to
enhance the look and feel of your home.

• Save money on your heating bills
• Help reduce external noise pollution
• Future-proof your home by
improving its energy-efﬁciency
• Enjoy cosy and peaceful interiors
whatever the weather
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security
built in

Home is where the
heart is, which is why
we are passionate
about helping you
and your family feel
safe and secure.
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Available in a choice of opening styles
and with a variety of locking systems
and hardware, our range of aluminium
windows has been developed to
offer the very best security features
and our aluminium windows are fully
compliant with the latest security
regulations, including the requirements

of PAS 24:2016, approved document Q
of the Building Regulations and Secured
by Design. This gives our customers
the reassurance of knowing that all
our windows have been independently
checked, tested and certified.
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as individual
as you

Make a style
statement with
our aluminium
windows.

Whether you’re inspired by the
latest design trends or you want
to complement an existing décor
scheme, our aluminium windows
are available in an almost unlimited
range of colours and finishes to suit
your individual tastes.

Turn to pages 22-23 to find out more.
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the PURe
difference
®

Sustainable and
built to last, with a
life expectancy of
up to 40 years.

Double or triple glazing options
available, up to 50mm, to maximise
thermal and acoustic performance.

The PURe® range takes our
already high-performance
aluminium windows to the
next level, offering even
greater energy-efficiency and
protection from the elements.
The cutting-edge patented system is the ﬁrst
on the UK market to beneﬁt from an enhanced
thermal barrier manufactured from expanded
polyurethane foam (PUR). This material has long
been used within the construction industry,
traditionally in insulation products, because it is
so effective in helping to retain heat. When used
within our aluminium window systems it can help
to keep your home comfortable all year long.

Benefiting from a thermal
barrier made from expanded
polyurethane, tried and tested
and used in the construction
industry for many years.

So if you’re looking for a hassle-free and
cost-effective way of creating a warm and cosy
interior whilst reducing your heating costs, the
energy-efficient PURe® range offers the ideal
solution. What’s more, all PURe® aluminium
windows have been designed to last for up to
40 years, making them excellent value for money
and a great long-term investment for you and
your home.
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putting quality
in the frame

Built to last and easy to maintain,
aluminium windows are a great
long-term investment and can
add value to your home in more
ways than one.

Ali VU
windows

Thermally efficient, with
a high-performance
polyamide thermal break.

Compatible with both
double and triple glazing for
extra thermal and acoustic
efficiency. Fully security
and weather tested.

Re-frame the look of
your home with Ali VU
- our stylish and flexible
aluminium window system.
Aluminium is becoming the material of choice
for windows in homes across the country and
one look at our Ali VU windows tells you why.
Sleeker than PVCu and easier to maintain than
timber, the natural strength of aluminium means
larger spans of glazing can be supported in much
slimmer frames to really ‘open’ up your home,
giving uninterrupted views and copious amounts
of natural light.
Offering a wide range of benefits and design
options, Ali VU is perfectly at home in both
new and period properties.

Hard-wearing,
durable and easy
to maintain.
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Ali VU windows:
design options

Versatile, affordable and built to last, our Ali VU
aluminium top or side hung casement windows
offer a range of different design features to match
you and your home’s individual style.
Versatile, affordable and built to last, our Ali VU aluminium windows can be used to
create exciting new design schemes or to complement existing architectural features.
The Ali VU system is available as a top or side hung casement window and benefits
from a slim yet secure aluminium frame which allows you to create light and airy
interiors with maximum peace of mind.
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The perfect partner to our
range of Ali aluminium doors

• Choice of square
or chamfered beads

Available in an almost limitless
range of colours and finishes

• Both standard and feature
(ovolo style) outerframes

Durable and easy to maintain, with a
life expectancy in excess of 40 years

• Radius, flat faced, stepped
and flush faced vent options

Ali VU Casement
Traditional top-hung window

Ali VU French Window
Elegant design for wider openings

Casement Style: For a sleek and modern
look, we can offer a flush casement
option. This attractive style of window
creates a clean and contemporary finish,
with the window closing ‘flush’ to the
outer frame.

French Window: Our Ali VU aluminium
windows are also the perfect partner
for period properties, and the use of a
stepped face option makes Ali VU an
ideal replacement or heritage style
steel windows.

Glazing options. Available in double or
triple glazing. Up to 36mm (radius and
stepped faced vent), up to 44mm (flat
faced vent) and up to 60mm (flush vent)
U values. Ali VU: as low as 0.95 W/m2K
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PURe® Casement
Traditional top-hung window

PURe®
windows

Enhance the way your home looks and feels with
PURe®- our most thermally efficient aluminium
window system.
Enhance the way your home looks and feels with PURe® - our most thermally efficient
aluminium window system. Available in a variety of design options, the patented design
combines a sleek aluminium frame with a high-performance thermal barrier created from
expanded polyurethane foam (PUR). By helping to cut energy costs and create comfortable
living spaces all year long, our PURe® windows are ideally suited for both new-build and
renovation projects.

The perfect partner to our range
of PURe® aluminium doors
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• Available with both
double and triple-glazing

Available in an almost limitless
range of colours and finishes

• Fully weather and
security tested

Durable and easy to maintain, with a
life expectancy in excess of 40 years

• Exceptional thermal and
acoustic performance

PURe® Tilt and Turn
Practical solution for controlled ventilation

Casement Style: For a traditional look, the classic
casement window is an ideal choice. PURe® casement
windows can be either side hung or top hung to create
an awning window. Open out casement windows are
particularly useful over sinks, worktops or appliances
where it’s important to keep the area clear.

Tilt and Turn: The PURe® Tilt and Turn window gives
a contemporary look and operates in two ways. It can
be tilted open inwards from the top of the sash for
ventilation, or the turn function can be used to open
the window inwards from the side. The same handle
is used to tilt, turn, open and lock the window.
The inward opening design gives safe access to the
window for cleaning, whist the tilt feature allows
ventilation with restricted access for added safety.

Glazing options. Available in double
or triple glazing up to 50mm
U values. PURe®: as low as 0.71 W/m2K
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Grey
7016

colour your
thinking

White
9910

Grey
7016

White
9910

Standard Colours
Choose from two stock standard
RAL colours or dual colour grey
and white*. If you have a specific
colour in mind, we can colour match**
for a bespoke solution.

Black
9005

White
9910

Black
9005

Coloured
Any RAL combination

Parisian Blue
SPR501

Wild Damson
SPR502

Glacial Spark
SPR601

Heritage Sage
SPR602

Pebble Grey
SPR701

Dove Grey
SPR702

Smokehouse Grey
SPR703

Indian Sandstone
SPR801

Ayers Rock
SPR802

Toffee Pecan
SPR803

Satin Mist
SPR901

Black Pearl
SPR902

Twilight Embers
SPR903

Raven Black
SPR904

Single and Dual Colours

Signature Colours

For single colour options, you can choose from a
full range of standard RAL colours. You can even
choose to have dual colour, with different colours
on the exterior and interior surfaces, and specify
a metallic, textured or anodised ﬁnish.

To help you decide on your perfect design our exclusive Signature Collection brings
together the most popular and on-trend colours and powder-coated paint ﬁnishes.
From classic neutral tones to more vibrant shades, our inspirational palette has
something for everyone.

Colours shown are representative only, please request a sample before ordering.
Stock/standard colours only available for folding and sliding doors. **Minimum order size may apply.

*
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finishing
touches

Flat Faced Vent

Flush Faced Vent

Radius Vent

Stepped Vent

Satin Nickel, Black
White, Polished Chrome*

Casement Handle
Cranked option available

Tilt and Turn Handle
PURe® compatible

Stainless Steel*

Casement Handle
PURe® and Ali VU compatible

Vent options available for Ali VU Window systems only.

Finishing Options

Handle and Vent Options

All our aluminium windows can be
tailored to suit your individual tastes
and unique requirements, with a
wide range of safe, secure and stylish
handles and vents to choose from.

From our standard black, white and satin nickel finishes to our contemporary
stainless-steel handles, there are styles for every home and budget. Our range
of vents include a stepped frame design, which is ideal for heritage-style
replacement windows, a flush option for a more modern look, the radius vent
which offers attractive rounder edges, and the simple yet stylish standard option.

Colours shown are representative only.

*
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complementary
products

Enjoy more of your home, inside
and out, with our stylish aluminium
doors - the ideal companion to our
aluminium windows.
Choose from our stylish Ali FOLD single, double and
bi-folding doors and our thermally-enhanced PURe®
FOLD and PURe® SLIDE styles, all available in a wide
selection of configurations, colours and finishes.

